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Head Teacher’s Welcome 

 

This time of year is always a busy one, and 2023 is proving to be no exception. As we all attempt to plan out 

our time, I’d like to bring to your notice a number of key dates over the coming months which you may wish 

to bear in mind. 

On Wednesday 1st February, strike action from teachers is likely to affect all schools in England and Wales. 

We do not plan to close, on this date, but will be making arrangements for all pupils to be adequately 

supervised throughout the day should the action affect St Michael’s. In the South East, further strike days 

have been called for Thursday 2nd March, Wednesday 15th March and Thursday 16th March. We will, of 

course, keep you updated with information nearer to these dates. 

You will be aware that an additional bank holiday has been arranged to celebrate the coronation of Charles 

11 on Monday, 8th May. Because of this, End of Key Stage tests for Year 6 (SATS) will be held from Tuesday 

9th – Friday 12th May – please ensure you have these dates in your diary if your child is involved! 

Have a lovely week! 

Ani Lawrence 

Head Teacher 

 

Important Dates 

10th Feb Last day of Term 3 

 

 

  

Love – Honesty – Forgiveness – Respect 

Collective Worship: 
We have been continuing with our theme of Respect, looking at how we demonstrate and focus on developing self-

respect, looking at how the bible portrays key figures who were proud of their achievements but humble too. I’ve been 

delighted to see how the pupils have been showing and recognising respect around the school – they are truly lovely! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have been getting to grips with fractions in 

maths with the Year 5s working hard to develop 

their understanding of equivalent fractions and 

how to find them, using playdoh, pictorial 

representations and bar models to help us.  Being 

able to find equivalent fractions underpins 

comparing and ordering fractions, as well as 

adding and subtracting fractions, so we have spent 

a few lessons really trying to consolidate this 

concept.  The Year 6s have been fantastically 

supporting the Year 5s with this - and empathising 

as they remember how they felt when they 

tackled these objectives in maths last year!  The 

Year 6s have been adding and subtracting with 

mixed number fractions, discussing their preferred 

methods and generally making Miss James and 

Mrs. Meyer very proud of their confidence in this 

topic. 

 

We are really enjoying our class reader.  We're still 

not sure why Mrs. F would be pointing a rifle at 

Adonis's cage during the air raids and we've been 

making lots of predictions about the text.  We've 

been identifying how the author has chosen 

vocabulary and sentence structures where he 

'shows', not tells the thoughts, feelings and 

setting.  We've also been using the text to develop 

our understanding of life during World War II. 

 

In history, we have been looking at leaflets and 

posters produced by the government in the late 

1930s.  We have been making predictions about 

the messages and reasoning behind the 

publications which have been promoting the 'Dig 

for Plenty' campaign and procedures to follow 

during a gas attack.  In RSHE we have been 

thinking about future careers and how we would 

like our lives to look in the future.  We have also 

been discussing how to keep ourselves safe, 

including how to identify safer strangers and the 

importance of asking a trusted adult's permission 

before changing our plans or going off with 

anyone. 

 

With Mrs. Wilding, we have progressed from 

plotting graphs and interpreting information from 

graphs and tables and are moving onto two-way 

tables and gathering information from these. We 

will be using our stats work in our science lessons 

when we will plot the data we collect in our 

investigation into 'what is the most effective 

thermal insulator?'.  

 

Our question in RE this term is 'How do we know 

God is holy and loving?' and we have explored 

how we, and other Christians, describe God. We 

have considered what we might find in a church or 

cathedral that would show God's love and support 

our faith and watched a fascinating tour of 

Coventry Cathedral which was bombed in WWII 

and therefore has links to our big question this 

term. In Spanish, we are enjoying introducing 

ourselves, saying how we are and where we live. 

We are working towards being able to give a brief 

description of ourselves and be able to ask others 

if we are in a Spanish speaking country.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Earhart Class we have been working hard across 

the curriculum.  In Maths we have been 

continuing to master the formal written methods 

for addition and subtraction, gradually working 

with larger numbers and exchanging more than 



one column.  We have also spent time working on 

area, understanding that this is the space taken up 

by a 2-D shape – this has linked very neatly into 

multiplication.  We are developing our 

understanding of the mechanics of multiplication 

as repeated addition and the significance of “equal 

groups”.  Those children who have spent time 

practicing their times tables and can recall these 

facts rapidly are finding the problem solving much 

easier, as they only have one mathematical 

problem to deal with because they can readily use 

their number facts.  Please encourage your 

children to practice their tables at home, this is a 

life skill that lays the foundation not just for Maths 

in both primary and secondary school, but in life 

beyond.  In class we practice using: 

  

www.timestablesme.uk 

  

In English we have been continuing to read and 

analyse The Ship of Shadows.  The book is full of 

evocative language and inferred detail, so we are 

really listening carefully to the text and looking for 

clues, working as story detectives, to really get to 

the bottom of the messages the author is giving 

us.  We have also used the book to inspire our 

writing, including writing about exploring and 

summarising the text.  We have been focusing on 

our new individual writing targets and really trying 

to develop our writing this way, many of us are 

working to ensure our punctuation is accurate and 

varied, whilst others are developing their use of 

conjunctions and fronted adverbials to make our 

sentences more complex and develop our ideas 

more clearly. 

  

In PE we have been working on our balance skills, 

through a series of circuit exercises we have been 

using our bodies in different ways to strengthen 

our core muscles and show control when moving 

and balancing. 

  

In history we have looked at the Domesday Book 

entries for both Rye and Playden, they both show 

that at the time, 1086, these communities were 

both quite large for the area and indeed the 

country.  We spent some time translating a 

section of the Domesday Book, looking at the 

archaic language and understanding its meaning 

today. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Enquirers, we are still very much enjoying our 

learning about ‘What if we lived in the past?’ This 

week we have been learning all about Samuel 

Pepys and his involvement in The Great fire of 

London. We have found out lots of interesting 

facts about him and the children are doing a really 

good job at remembering the key facts. Year One, 

have been trying extremely hard to be writing 

their sentences more independently, using their 

phonics knowledge to help with their spellings. 

Year Two have been looking really carefully at 

their sentence structure and punctuation, to make 

sure their sentences are the best they can be. 

They have also been building up their stamina to 

make sure that they are writing a lot more. 

In maths, we have again been working really hard. 

Year Two have been investigating money. We 

have been identifying coins as well as notes. Some 

of us have even been looking into how many 2p’s, 

5p’s and 10p’s make up different totals. Year One 

have been consolidating their knowledge of place 

value within 20.  

In History, we have been looking carefully at the 

Fire Service. We have been comparing how things 

have changed from the time of the Great Fire up 

until the present day. Did you know that the first 

woman to join the fire service was Josephine 

Reynolds and she only joined in 1982! 

http://www.timestablesme.uk/


 
 

 

We have really enjoyed the work on our big 

question , 'What if we lived in the past?' We have 

learned lots of information about the Fire of 

London and how it started. We have been looking 

at how the fire service was developed and 

compared an old fire engine with the ones we 

have today. We have also learned about Samuel 

Pepys and how his diary has played an important 

part in our history. We have produced some 

amazing artwork depicting the scene of the fire 

with black houses against a red and orange 

background.  

 

In phonics, we have been working on building and 

reading words using the new sound we have 

introduced this week. The children are making 

great progress at using the right letters to match a 

sound and using them in their writing. We will be 

introducing x, y, ll, ff, ss and zz next week.  

 

In maths we have started to look at subtraction 

and begun to realise the difference when doing 

the calculation. We have also started to explore 

the value of 10. We will be carrying this work on 

by using lots of resources so we can fully 

understand how the number is made.  

 

In RE we are going to be looking at things that are 

special to us. We will begin with our special 

objects then move on to look at special places and 

our treasured stories.  

 

IN RSHE we will be thinking about setting 

ourselves goals and what we can do to achieve 

them.  

 
For Parents 

 

If your child(ren) are fans or Fortnite, they will no 

doubt have been eagerly anticipating the release 

of the new map – Chapter 4.  This brings new 

adventures and opportunities for players, which 

I’m sure they are relishing.  However, it does mean 

that you may wish to check in on the parental 

controls you have set up on their gaming station 

to ensure their online safety.  This link takes you 

to advice on how to go about this: 

https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-

controls/gaming-consoles/fortnite-chapter-2-

battle-royale-parental-controls-guide/ 

 

Headteacher Award 

Awards for outstanding achievement go to: 

This Week: 

Explorers Basecamp: Maud 

Enquirers Basecamp: Kade 

Earhart Class: Oliver 

Brunel Class: Alex 

 

Last Week: 

Explorers Basecamp: Zlata 

Enquirers Basecamp: Tommy 

Earhart Class: Millie 

Brunel Class: Leyland 

 

Good Citizen Award 

Awards for helping others to feel welcome go to: 

This Week: 

Explorers Basecamp: Kirthvik 

Enquirers Basecamp: Daisy 

Earhart Class: Arthur 

Brunel Class: Natty 

https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-controls/gaming-consoles/fortnite-chapter-2-battle-royale-parental-controls-guide/
https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-controls/gaming-consoles/fortnite-chapter-2-battle-royale-parental-controls-guide/
https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-controls/gaming-consoles/fortnite-chapter-2-battle-royale-parental-controls-guide/


Last Week: 

Explorers Basecamp: Caelan 

Enquirers Basecamp: Arlo 

Earhart Class: George 

Brunel Class: Stanley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week:  

Brunel Class with 96.8% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Closing Reflection 

And now I give you a new commandment: 

love one another. As I have loved you, so 

you must love one another. If you have love 

for one another, then everyone will know 

that you are my disciples. 

John 13: 34-35 



 


